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INTRODUCTION

In the twentieth century, the conventional 
teacher-centred model was replaced by the 
learner-centred model of instruction forcing 
educators to pay more attention to the impact 
the learners brought into the learning process. 
This is how the world of teaching witnessed the 
innovation in English Language Teaching (ELT) 
approaches, methods and techniques such as 
the silent way, community language learning, 
total approach, interactive learning, task-based 
learning etc. [1, 2]. However, the findings of Dr 
Howard Gardner, a distinguished American 
cognitive psychologist, during the nineties, were 
ground-breaking for foreign language learning. 
He suggested, from his research findings (1983, 
1993), that human cognitive competence actually 
was pluralistic, rather than unitary in design thus 
setting the stage for multiple intelligences (MI) 
theory [3]. Educators finally came to recognize the 
diversity of the learners in their learning styles, 
learning potentials and came to appreciate the 
development of learning strategies on the part 
of the learners in the form of „individualized 
instruction” and „independent learning” [4, 5]. 
Nowadays, the MI theory has been considered 
a milestone for educational innovation not only 

in the United States but throughout the world 
because language teaching has finally changed 
in such a way as to facilitate language learning 
by engaging both a faculty that collaborates and 
learns from one another and students through 
constrained but meaningful learning choices 
and a sharp focus on productivity and high-
quality language performance [2, 4, 5].

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study has been to deter-
mine the importance of implementation of the 
theory of multiple intelligences in the English 
language course syllabus at the University of 
Niš Medical School. The study investigated 
students’ performance and improvement in 
learning English and their performance on the 
final exam after the implementation of the MI 
theory in the English language course syllabus.

METHODS

In order to gain a better understanding about 
how MI theory applies to lecture hall teaching, 
a lecture plan for the first year students of phar-
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macy at the University of Niš Medical School is sketched 
out on the topic Intercultural communication and a part 
dealing with intercultural core competencies.

Time Limitation: 3 consecutive periods
Student Level: Freshmen from the Department of 

Pharmacy, the University of Niš Medical School
Class Size: 80 students
Teaching Method(s): Whole language learning & task-

based learning

• First period:
Classroom Activities Approximate Time Intelligence(s)
1. Giving background knowledge about the topic and 

why it is important; reading a quote by Martin Luther King 
Jr., (5 mins.) Verbal/Linguistic (through lecture)

2. Brainstorming on prime questions, e.g. How does the 
quote coincide with intercultural communication? What 
purpose do you think Martin Luther King Jr. had for saying 
this? And/or What does it imply to you? (10 mins.) Verbal/
Linguistic(through informal speaking) Intrapersonal, and 
Interpersonal

3. Listening to a lecture to grasp the main ideas. (5 mins.) 
Verbal/Linguistic(through listening)

4. Oral reading for comprehension through the strategy 
of „topic sentence” detecting and commenting on state-
ments about intercultural communication. (20 mins.) 
Verbal/Linguistic(through reading and reading strategies)

5. Vocabulary learning through the strategy of guessing 
meaning from context or form. (10 mins.) Verbal/Linguistic 
(through vocabulary and vocabulary learning strategies)

• Second period:
Lecture hall Activities Approximate Time Intelligence(s)
1. Group discussing intercultural communication 

(e.g., by deductively expanding, inductively generalizing, 
etc.) and reviewing its main idea(s). (15 mins.) Verbal/
Linguistic,(through discussion)Interpersonal, and Logical/
Mathematical

2. Doing exercises on dining etiquette either orally or 
in writing by working in groups and/or individually. (25 
mins.) Verbal/Linguistic(through speaking & writing) and 
Interpersonal

3. Commenting on the concepts/ideas one agrees or 
disagrees about interculturalism, and giving his/her reasons. 
(10 mins.) Verbal/Linguistic(through oral presentation) 
and Intrapersonal

• Third period:
With the reference of activities listed at the back of the 

text, there are five different tasks to be completed, (10 mins. 
for the performance/presentation of each task). Students 
can choose which task to work on either by joining a group 
or working independently.

Task 1 (team building)
Look at the two drawings, concerning the customs 

of hand-shaking and social distance. Discuss in group 
and report the similarities and differences that may exist 
between the East and the West, or make a verbal debate 

against each other. (Visual/Spatial, Interpersonal, Logical, 
and Verbal/Linguistic Intelligences.)

Task 2 (team building or individual work)
Find a song concerning cultural differences or a folk song 

from a particular culture and enjoy listening and singing it 
with necessary explanation of its lyrics. (Musical/Rhythmic 
and Verbal/Linguistic Intelligences.)

Task 3 (team building)
Write a sketch based on a culture shock anecdote and 

perform it. (Verbal/Linguistic, Bodily/Kinesthetic and/or 
Visual/spatial, and/or Musical/Rhythmic Intelligences.)

Task 4 (team building)
Discuss, in a small group, a problem or an embarrassing 

situation you may confront with due to cultural conflicts, 
and come up with a solution by drawing a flowchart to 
show its procedure. (Logical/Mathematics & Visual/Spatial 
Intelligences.)

Task 5 (team building or individual work)
Search for some unique words, or body language devel-

oped in a culture due to its particular natural environment, 
e.g., geographic location, climate, etc. (Verbal/Linguistic 
and Naturalist Intelligences.)

Outline of a lecture is not clearly fixed. It should be 
adjusted to students’ language abilities and the eight intel-
ligences. The teacher, therefore, monitors and singles out 
intelligences to be developed and worked on in class.

RESULTS

There are two ways of evaluating students after the comple-
tion of a course: testing and assessing. Testing represents 
a singular act that is characteristic of teacher-centred 
classrooms. Assessment, on the other hand, is a complex 
process distinctive of student-centred classrooms. Testing is 
intended to determine what students have learned forcing 
them to memorize facts without really understanding the 
context and subject matter. Assessment, on the other hand, 
is integrated with learning and instruction and is intended 
to stimulate further learning. Moreover, the core spirit of 
the MI theory is opposed to the uniform view of education 
and formal testing (standardized tests) but actually opts for 
assessment as an essential component of an MI education. 
It is particularly important to use multiple modes of assess-
ment that will allow students to show their strengths for 
optimal performance. Many teaching professionals nowadays 
share the belief that authentic assessment, which empha-
sizes assessing what students know (knowledge) and what 

Table 1. The assessment of the English language final exam results 
at the University of Niš Medical School Department of Pharmacy af-
ter (February 2009) and prior to (June 2007) the implementation of 
MI theory (out of a total of 80 junior year students)

Grade February 2009 June 2007
10 (outstanding) 40 10
9 (excellent) 16 5
8 (very good) 11 19
7 (good) 4 16
6 (pass) 9 17
5 (fail) 0 13
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students do (performance) from different perspectives aims 
to provide a complete picture of students’ abilities, efforts 
and progress during the learning process [6]. As far as 
the assessment of knowledge of the first year students of 
pharmacy after the completion of the compulsory English 
language course and especially after the implementation of 
the MI theory in the English language course syllabus, the 
results are more than positive especially if the final exam 
results from June 2007 (prior to the implementation of 
the MI theory in the course syllabus) and February 2009 
(after the implementation of the MI theory in the course 
syllabus) are compared (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

Intelligence has traditionally been defined in terms of 
an intelligence quotient (IQ), which measures a narrow 
range of verbal/linguistic and logical/mathematical abil-
ities a person receives at birth. Howard Gardner in his 
book entitled “Frames of Mind: the Theory of Multiple 
Intelligences” [3] postulates an alternative definition of 
intelligence according to which intelligence is defined as 
’the capacity to solve problems or to fashion products that 
are valued in one or more cultural setting’ [5] adding that 
humans possess a number of distinct intelligences that 
manifest themselves in different skills and abilities [5, 
7]. Gardner also argues that there are many, not just one, 
different but autonomous intelligence capacities that result 
in many different ways of knowing, understanding and 
learning about the world: “It is of the utmost importance 
that we recognize and nurture all of the varied of human 
intelligences, and all of the combination of intelligences. 
We are all so different largely because we all have different 
combinations of intelligences. If we recognize this, I think 
we will have at least a better chance of dealing appropri-
ately with the many problems that we face in the world.” 
[8] Generally speaking, all human beings apply these intel-
ligences to solve problems, invent processes, and create 

things in ways that are valued by a community or culture. 
Accordingly, Gardner has singled out eight intelligences 
suggesting that there are probably many others that we 
have not yet been able to test up to the present [8] (Table 2).

In his “Frames of Mind,” Howard Gardner also treated 
these personal intelligences ’as a piece’ of a bigger jigsaw 
puzzle arguing that because of their close association in 
most cultures, they are often linked together claiming 
that the eight intelligences rarely operate independently. 
They are used at the same time and tend to complement 
each other as people develop skills or solve problems [3]. 
Moreover, Howard Gardner made two essential claims 
about multiple intelligences. His first claim was that “the 
theory is an account of human cognition in its fullness. 
The intelligences provided ’a new definition of human 
nature, cognitively speaking” [9]. The second claim was 
that “human beings are organisms that possess a basic set 
of intelligences and pointed out that people have a unique 
blend of intelligences.” Gardner argues that the big chal-
lenge facing the deployment of human resources “is how 
to best take advantage of the uniqueness conferred on us 
as a species exhibiting several intelligences” [9].

Nevertheless, Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple 
intelligences has had a profound impact on thinking and 
practice in education - especially in the United States and 
has found a ready audience amongst educationalists. How 
big this contribution is can be gauged from the following 
comments in his Introduction to the tenth anniversary 
edition of his classic work “Frames of Mind. The theory 
of multiple intelligences”: “In the heyday of the psycho-
metric and behaviorist eras, it was generally believed that 
intelligence was a single entity that was inherited; and that 
human beings - initially a blank slate - could be trained to 
learn anything, provided that it was presented in an appro-
priate way. Nowadays an increasing number of researchers 
believe precisely the opposite; that there exists a multitude 
of intelligences, quite independent of each other; that each 
intelligence has its own strengths and constraints; that the 
mind is far from unencumbered at birth; and that it is unex-

Table 2. The eight intelligences as defined by Howard Gardner

Intelligence Language skills

Verbal/Linguistic

Involves sensitivity to spoken and written language, the ability to learn languages, and the capacity to use 
language to accomplish certain goals. This intelligence includes the ability to effectively use language to 
express oneself rhetorically or poetically; and language as a means to remember information. Writers, poets, 
lawyers and speakers are among those that Howard Gardner sees as having high linguistic intelligence.

Logical/Mathematical
Consists of the capacity to analyze problems logically, carry out mathematical operations, and investigate issues 
scientifically. In Howard Gardner’s words, it entails the ability to detect patterns, reason deductively and think 
logically. This intelligence is most often associated with scientific and mathematical thinking.

Visual/Spatial Involves the potential to recognize and use the patterns of wide space and more confined areas.

Bodily/Kinesthetic Entails the potential of using one’s whole body or parts of the body to solve problems. It is the ability to use 
mental abilities to coordinate bodily movements. Howard Gardner sees mental and physical activity as related.

Musical/Rhythmic
Involves skill in the performance, composition, and appreciation of musical patterns. It encompasses the 
capacity to recognize and compose musical pitches, tones, and rhythms. According to Howard Gardner musical 
intelligence runs in an almost structural parallel to linguistic intelligence.

Interpersonal
Is concerned with the capacity to understand the intentions, motivations and desires of other people. It allows 
people to work effectively with others. Educators, salespeople, religious and political leaders and counselors all 
need a well-developed interpersonal intelligence.

Intrapersonal
Entails the capacity to understand oneself, to appreciate one’s feelings, fears and motivations. In Howard 
Gardner’s view it involves having an effective working model of ourselves, and to be able to use such 
information to regulate our lives.

Naturalist Enables human beings to recognize, categorize and draw upon certain features of the environment. It 
“combines a description of the core ability with a characterization of the role that many cultures value”.
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pectedly difficult to teach things that go against early ’naive’ 
theories of that challenge the natural lines of force within 
an intelligence and its matching domains.” [3] Christinson, 
however, argues that MI theory provides a way of under-
standing intelligence, which teachers can use as a guide for 
developing classroom activities that address multiple ways 
of learning and knowing [10] whereas Gardner responds to 
his theory being applied in education by first making the 
point that psychology does not directly dictate education, 
„it merely helps one to understand the conditions within 
which education takes place” [3]. What is even more impor-
tant he says is “eight kinds of intelligence would allow eight 
ways to teach, rather than one. And powerful constraints 
that exist in the mind can be mobilized to introduce a 
particular concept (or whole system of thinking) in a way 
that students are most likely to learn it and least likely to 
distort it. Paradoxically, constraints can be suggestive and 
ultimately freeing.” [5] Moreover, Kornhaber has identi-
fied a number of reasons why teachers and policymakers 
in North America have responded positively to Howard 
Gardner’s presentation of multiple intelligences: “The theory 
validates educators’ everyday experience: students think 
and learn in many different ways. It also provides educators 
with a conceptual framework for organizing and reflecting 
on curriculum assessment and pedagogical practices. In 
turn, this reflection has led many educators to develop new 
approaches that might better meet the needs of the range of 
learners in their classrooms.” [11] Therefore teaching strat-
egies as proposed by MI theory transfer some control from 
teacher to students by giving students choices in the ways 
they will learn and demonstrate their learning. By focusing 
on problem-solving activities that draw on multiple intel-
ligences, these teaching strategies encourage students to 
build on existing strengths and knowledge to learn new 
content and skills [5]. It is also a way for a teacher to gain 
a deeper understanding of students’ learning preferences 
and a greater appreciation of their strengths. Moreover, 
students are likely to become more engaged in learning as 
they use learning modules that match their intelligence 
strengths. In addition, students’ regular reflection on their 
learning broadens their definitions of effective and accept-
able teaching and learning practices. Students’ increased 
engagement and success in learning stimulates a teacher to 
raise his/her expectations, initiating a powerful expectation-
response cycle that can lead to greater achievement levels 
for all. Thus, the theory of multiple intelligences offers a 
way for the teacher to examine and form the best teaching 
techniques and strategies in the light of differences in each 
student. To this end, the English teacher becomes aware of 
the fact that students bring with them specific strengths, 
unique learning styles and different learning potentials. As 
Christison suggests, there are four ways of using MI theory 
in every lecture hall in order to enhance and channel both 
students’ intelligence and language abilities [12]. Hence, 
MI theory becomes:

1. A tool to help students develop a better understanding 
and appreciation of their own strengths and learning prefer-
ences and according to an inventory to identify the preferred 
intelligences of English language learners. According to the 

preferred intelligences, teachers may adapt the teaching to 
suit the needs of the students in their classes.

2. A tool to develop a better understanding of learners’ 
intelligences. An understanding of MI theory broadens 
teachers’ awareness of their students’ knowledge and skills 
and enables them to look at each student from the perspec-
tive of strengths and potential. Teachers also become aware 
of the different ways in which students may demonstrate 
their understanding of material.

3. A guide to provide a greater variety of ways for students 
to learn and to demonstrate their learning. Identification 
of personal strengths can make students more receptive to 
nontraditional learning activities and can give students a 
successful experience that builds their confidence as learner.

4. A guide to develop lesson plans that address the full 
range of student needs. An MI-informed reading lesson may 
begin with typical pre-reading activities (reviewing earlier 
material, predicting what will happen next), followed by 
silent reading or reading aloud with discussion of vocab-
ulary and text meaning [12, 13].

Correspondingly, the implementation of MI theory in 
the English language course syllabus at the University of 
Niš Medical School has brought many positive changes 
in the lecture hall. The MI theory has provided a way of 
handling differing language skill levels within each group 
of students. For instance, students are assigned to complete 
a project, individually or in groups, to demonstrate their 
understanding of the text. The teacher then offers a choice 
of projects, such as descriptive essay writing, resume and 
business letters/emails writing, preparing seminar presen-
tations etc. The objective is not to teach to specific intel-
ligences or to correlate intelligences with specific activ-
ities, but rather to allow learners to employ their preferred 
ways of processing and communicating new information. 
For instance, this has shown that students become more 
engaged in and enthusiastic about discussing specific 
topics; the students gain greater understanding of the 
topics discussed when they express their opinion in ways 
that are comfortable for them; and their thinking strategies 
improve as discussion debate becomes a tool for comple-
tion of projects they are interested in when their voice is 
heard. As far as multiple activities are concerned, more 
students can find ways to participate and take advantage 
of language acquisition opportunities. With the MI course 
syllabus, students become aware that different people have 
different strengths and that each person has a substantial 
contribution to make. This fits in well with project-based 
learning where students in a group can divide tasks based 
on individual strengths. For example, one student might 
feel confident about planning, another might prefer to 
do the writing, and a third might feel able to present the 
project to the whole class. Team-building becomes neces-
sary and makes individual characteristics of each student 
emerge. During the compulsory the English language 
classes at the University of Niš Medical School students 
are, therefore, taught to develop and generate intelligence 
in diverse ways and on more levels. To this end, the lecture 
hall activities/tasks are tailor-made to suit and/or enhance 
the following: students’ needs, strengths, levels, learning 
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styles, learning strategies, learning potentials, the nature of 
the subject matter, the teacher’s person and teaching ratio-
nales, his/her MI profile, teaching styles etc. What should 
be pointed out is that the teacher need not include activities 
for developing all the eight multiple intelligences within 
each lesson. On the contrary the teacher should expand 
lecture hall activities for the neglected intelligences by way 
of examining and analysing the MI checklists for a period 
of time. Below are steps to show how MI theory is imple-
mented in ELT to freshmen (Table 3).

Apart from singling out and monitoring each of the eight 
intelligences in each student, the approach and coopera-
tive learning also emphasize the importance of interper-
sonal relationship (interpersonal intelligence) to language 
learning whereas language learning not only emphasizes the 
wholeness and reality of language (verbal/linguistic intel-
ligence) but also the coordination of bodily/kinaesthetic, 
interpersonal, and intrapersonal intelligences to promote 
language learning [14]. Since the implementation of the 
MI theory is a two-way process, there are also several ways 
by which a teacher may facilitate the MI theory implemen-
tation. The teacher should:

1. Examine his/her own intellectual profiles and find 
out his/her own teaching styles through a multiple intel-
ligence inventory.

2. Understand the intellectual profiles of students through 
students-generated inventory.

3. Consider specific teaching approaches and methods 
that appeal to particular intelligences or combinations of 
intelligences.

4. Plan a variety of activities from different resources 
(including the use of internet, MPP) for specific lectures 
or classes with multiple intelligence theory in mind (e.g. 
focus on diversity, learning process, and the transferring 
of learning to life beyond the lecture hall, etc.).

5. Provide students with different learning strategies 
necessary for lifelong learners.

6. Put emphasis on multiple forms of assessment rather 
than traditional standardized testing [5, 15].

Following the above-mentioned ways, a teacher, can 
achieve a better effect in the MI-inspired ELT lecture halls.

CONCLUSION

While there may be some significant questions and issues 
around Howard Gardner’s notion of multiple intelligences, 
it still has had utility in education. It has helped a signif-
icant number of educators to question their work and to 
encourage them to look beyond the narrow confines of 
the dominant discourses of the four skills development 
(reading, writing, listening and speaking), curriculum, and 
testing. Nonetheless, applications of the MI theory in the 
English language course syllabus at the University of Niš 

Table 3. Implementation the MI theory in ELT at the Department of Pharmacy at Medical School in Niš

Intelligence Language skills

Verbal/Linguistic

Listening – listening to lectures
Formal and informal speaking – making verbal presentations to others, making conversations, having 
discussions and debates, etc.
Humour or jokes – creating puns, limericks and telling jokes on topics of study
Reading – silent reading, oral reading and group/chain reading of excerpts in liason with a lecture topic
Writing - doing written exercises (business letters/emails, short analytical essays), minutes, summary/report 
writing
Creative reading – reading original pieces (e.g. stories, poems, essays, novels etc.)

Logical/Mathematical

Logical/Sequential Presentation – inventing point-by-point logical explanations for items or making systematic 
presentation of subject matter 
Problem solving – listing appropriate procedures for problem solving situations
Forming relationships – creating meaningful connections between ideas
Syllogisms – making “if …, then …” logical deductions about a topic

Visual/Spatial

Visual aids using/making – using pictures, paintings, charts, graphs, diagrams, flowcharts, slides to facilitate 
learning and encourage students to make the visual aids by themselves
Mind mapping – creating or arranging visual mapping activities (e.g. word maze, visual webs of written 
information)

Bodily/Kinaesthetic

Physical actions – arranging TPR1 (total physical response)
Body language – “embodying” meaning, interpretation or understanding of an idea in physical movement
Role playing/Mime – performing skits or characters to show understanding of topics of study
Dramatic enactment – creating a mini-drama that shows the dynamic interplay of various topics of study

Musical/Rhythmic

Vocal sounds/tones – producing sounds with one’s vocal cords to illustrate the meaning of a word or a concept 
Jazz chants/tones – producing or using rhythmic patterns, such as jazz chants or raps to help communicate or 
to remember certain words, sentence structures, concepts, ideas or processes
Singing/humming – creating songs for a class, a team, a topic of study or finding existing songs that 
complement a topic

Interpersonal

Person to person communication – focusing on how teachers and students relate to each other and how to 
improve their relating
Giving and receiving feedback – offering input on one’s performance or about one’s opinions; and accepting 
another’s input or reaction to one’s performance/opinions
Pair work and group projects – investigating and discussing a topic problem in teams

Intrapersonal

Independent studies/projects – encouraging students to work independently for goal-setting, process-
planning, self-assessing and seminar presentations choosing
Focusing/concentration skills – learning the ability to focus on a single idea or task
Thinking strategies - learning what thinking patterns to use for what task

Naturalist Elements classification – the elements in the periodical system and their counterparts in nature
Sensory stimulation exercises – exposing the senses to nature’s sounds, smells, tastes, touches and sights.
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Medical School have had a positive influence on learning 
English language in class and enhanced students interest 
in language learning up to the present. Rather than func-
tioning as a prescribed teaching method, curriculum, or 
technique, the MI theory applied in ELT at the University 
of Niš Medical School provides a way of understanding 
students’ intelligence, which the teacher can use as a guide 
to develop lecture hall activities that address multiple ways 
of learning and knowing. The MI theory offers a richly 
diversified way of understanding and categorizing human 
cognitive abilities, and combinations of abilities, height-
ening awareness of what makes learning possible and effec-
tive for individual students. Moreover, teaching strategies 
grounded by the MI theory can transfer some control from 
teacher to learners by giving students choices in the ways 
they will learn and demonstrate their learning. By focusing 
on problem-solving activities that draw on multiple intel-

ligences, these teaching strategies encourage learners to 
build on existing strengths and knowledge to learn new 
content and skills. To this end, the use of the MI theory in 
the English language course syllabus development at the 
University of Niš Medical School offers a better under-
standing of students’ learning preferences and a greater 
appreciation of their strengths. Students likely become 
more engaged in learning as they use learning modules that 
match their intelligence strengths. In addition, students’ 
regular reflection on their learning broadens their defi-
nitions of effective and acceptable teaching and learning 
practices and increases students’ engagement and success 
in learning. Generally speaking, the implementation of 
the MI theory into the English language course syllabus 
provides numerous opportunities for students to use and 
develop all eight intelligences not just the few they excel 
in prior to enrolling a university or college.
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KRATAK SADRŽAJ
Uvod Te o ri ja raz li či tih in te li gen ci ja se sma tra ino va ci jom u 
uče wu en gle skog je zi ka za to što po ma že stu den ti ma da raz vi ju 
svih osam in te li gen ci ja ko je pred sta vqa ju na či ne na ko je qu di 
spo zna ju svet oko se be, re ša va ju pro ble me i uče. To su: ver bal-
na (lin gvi stič ka), lo gič ka (ma te ma tič ka), vi zu el na (pro stor na), 
te le sna (ki ne ste tič ka), mu zič ka (rit mič ka), in ter per so nal na, 
in tra per so nal na i pri rod wač ka in te li gen ci ja. Usme ra va ju-
ći pa žwu na ak tiv no sti re ša va wa pro ble ma, na stav ni ci pri-
me nom ove te o ri je ohra bru ju stu den te da nad gra đu ju po sto je će 
zna we, ali i da uče no ve je zič ke obla sti i ve šti ne.
Ciq ra da Ciq ra da je bio da se utvr di zna čaj im ple men ta ci-
je te o ri je raz li či tih in te li gen ci ja u na stav ni plan za pred-
met En gle ski je zik, kao i zna čaj ko ji ima u edu ka ci ji uop šte.
Me to de ra da Na čin na ko ji je te o ri ja raz li či tih in te li gen-
ci ja pri me we na u na stav nom pla nu, a na ro či to na jed nom pre-
da va wu za stu den te pr ve go di ne stu dij ske gru pe za far ma ci ju 

Me di cin skog fa kul te ta Uni ver zi te ta u Ni šu.
Re zul ta ti Re zul ta ti za vr šnog is pi ta iz pred me ta En gle ski 
je zik po sle pri me ne te o ri je raz li či tih in te li gen ci ja iz fe-
bru a ra 2009. go di ne u po re đe wu sa za vr šnim is pi tom iz ju na 
2007. po ka za li su da je od ukup no 80 stu de na ta 40 do bi lo oce-
nu 10, 16 oce nu 9, 11 oce nu 8, če tvo ro oce nu 7 i de ve to ro oce nu 
6. Ni je dan stu dent ni je bio ne u spe šan na is pi tu.
Za kqu čak Im ple men ta ci ja te o ri je raz li či tih in te li gen ci-
ja u na stav ni plan za pred met En gle ski je zik na Me di cin skom 
fa kul te tu Uni ver zi te ta u Ni šu ima po zi ti van uti caj na uče-
we en gle skog i ujed no po ve ća va in te re so va we stu de na ta za 
uče we stra nih je zi ka. Ova te o ri ja pru ža na čin za bo qe raz-
u me va we in te li gen ci je stu de na ta, ali i raz li či te mo guć no-
sti za stu den te da is ko ri ste i raz vi ju svih osam in te li gen ci-
ja, a ne sa mo one ko je su im već raz vi je ne ka da upi šu fa kul tet.
Kquč ne re či: te o ri ja raz li či tih in te li gen ci ja; na stav ni 
plan za en gle ski je zik; stu den ti; na stav nik
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